Understanding Social Media
and Gaming Addiction
One Day Training

This one-day workshop will help you understand the psychological drivers behind gaming and
social media overuse through a highly engaging and interactive training program.
After completing this training you will be able to:
Talk confidently with students about their reasons for using gaming and social media, and
help them to recognise when it is becoming a problem for them
Use your in-depth knowledge of the psychological drivers for gaming and social media to
help students identify and engage with practical alternatives
Help students develop healthy habits and make positive changes to their technology use
Work effectively with a current and growing issue, combining your existing skills with
specialist expertise that you will develop during the training
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Experienced Trainer

“Being an expert in this area and being able to provide such comprehensive information in such a
relatable and interesting way is the hallmark of a great presenter who really knows his subject. I
could not recommend James highly enough as a professional, as a presenter and as a person.”
- Youth AOD Co-Ordinator, Bay of Plenty District Health Board
www.netaddiction.co.nz
james@netaddiction.co.nz
+64 (0)21 0297 8804

Training With
Net Addiction NZ

Engaging and interactive - including opportunities to look at cases and your own examples
Backed by research, clinical expertise and lived experience
Typical course content includes:
- Strategies for working with gaming and social media addiction
- Psychological reasons why people use media, and how these can lead to problems/addiction
- The risk factors that can predispose someone to gaming or social media addiction
- How different apps/games (and different ways of engaging) meet different psychological needs
- How apps/games use psychological tricks to coerce players into using them more
- How to engage and work with students’ uncertainty about making changes

Trainer - James Driver, PBANZ, NZAP
Master of Psychotherapy (1st Class Hons.)
James is a registered psychotherapist and former gaming addict.
He completed his Master’s research into gaming addiction and has extensive experience treating
technology addiction in private practice and within NGOs. James has over ten years experience
as a trainer/facilitator. He originally provided training on strategy development to senior executives in the United Kingdom before retraining as a psychotherapist. James has developed a
conversational style leading to training sessions that are highly interactive and stimulating.
For any questions, don’t hesitate to get in touch by email or phone.
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